Born Of Fog: The Mister Vapor Story
While writing as mystified, Thomas decided to start a side project. This project would focus on a more vaporous, hazy style of music. In 2009, Thomas released "Vaporous Dawn" (Treetrunk 2009), and Mister Vapor was born.
Many Mister Vapor pieces displayed a particular type of effects chain, in which Thomas transformed field recordings and other sounds first into bell tones, and eventually into wisps and snatches of lightly distorted ambient sound. A track like this is "Slipping The Bonds Of Gravity" (Treetrunk 2009).
"Songs From A Distant Star" (Webbed Hand 2009) was a signature Mister Vapor release. It was quite popular, very well-received. The proprietor of Hypnos Secret Sounds, upon hearing this release, was motivated to form a brief but  viable working relationship with Thomas.
The Warped Essence E.P. (Treetrunk 2010) added metallic and rhythmic sounds to the haze. This 3 song e.p. was extremely popular, and was later remastered and re-released. It had thousands of streams and downloads.
Mister Vapor participated in several ongoing projects, such as the "Complex Silence" series, curated by Phillip Wilkerson, the "Constant" series (curated by Thomas himself), and C.P. McDill's "Rain" series, from Webbed Hand Records. The ambient longform style of Mister Vapor lent itself well to such projects.
While writing about Mister Vapor, it is important to mention the project's longest track-- "Beyond The Velvet Sky" (Treetrunk 2013). This release was over  6 hours long. It consisted of gauzy ambient tones that had been created from sferics, or atmospheric discharges from the earth.
"Beyond The Velvet Sky" was broadcast several times in its entirety on online radio stations. Each time it was a special event, enjoyed and admired by many.
In 2017, Thomas closed the Mister Vapor project, along with mystified and others of his current audio projects. It remains a viable side-path-- a more ambient, tonal alternative to mystified.


